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Abstract: This study describes a new method developed to determine the 3D positional displacements
of the drainage networks extracted from Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). The proposed method
establishes several stages for data preparation. The displacements are derived by means of
linestring-based assessment methods, which can be applied in 2D and 3D. Also, we propose the use
of several tools (maps, aggregation of results, new indices, etc.) in order to obtain a wider assessment
of positional accuracy, or a time change analysis. This approach supposes a novelty in drainage
network studies both in the application of line-based methods and its expansion to 3D data. The
method has been tested using a sample of channels extracted from DEMs of two different dates of
a zone of about 600 square kilometers using as reference linestrings those extracted from another
more recent DEM which had higher spatial accuracy and higher spatial resolution. The results have
demonstrated the viability of the method proposed because of the obtaining of 3D displacement
vectors, which showed the general and particular behavior of the channels selected.
Keywords: DEMs; channel displacement; drainage networks; positional accuracy; hydrology

1. Introduction
The current availability of cartographic products related to height data such as Digital Elevation
Models (DEMs) is achieving global coverage thanks to the launch of new acquisition systems such as
those based on remote sensing. As an example, the ASTER GDEM (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal
Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global Digital Elevation Model) coverage spans from a latitude of
83 degrees north to 83 degrees south [1] with 30 m of spatial resolution. Additionally, the development
of photogrammetric techniques and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and their application using
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) allow the obtaining of DEMs with higher spatial resolutions and
lower cost to producers. Furthermore, the development of Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) allows
users access to height data products shared on the Internet by cartographic institutions and enterprises
with certain levels of updating. All these aspects are causing a great availability of these digital
products from several sources and dates, which allow the implementation of comparative studies of
DEMs and other derived products. As an example, the implementation of multi-temporal studies to
analyze the evolution of the Earth’s surface, and more specifically of drainage networks.
A drainage network includes all the stream channels that drain toward a reference point [2].
Drainage channels are the lines along which fluvial processes act to transport water and mineral
material out of a local region, allowing gravity processes on slopes to continue to lower landscapes [3].
In this context, one of the main features extracted from height data, and more specifically from
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regular-grid DEMs, has been drainage networks. The extraction of drainage networks from digital
elevation data is important for qualitative studies in geomorphology and hydrology [3]. Several
studies have described algorithms for extracting drainage networks from regular-grid DEMs [3–10].
As a consequence of the application of these algorithms, a set of lines (or linestrings) which represents
the drainage channels is obtained.
The assessment of the positional accuracy of DEMs has been based mainly on the comparison of
the positions of a sample of well-defined points to their positions regarding a more accurate source.
This assessment is usually based on the determination of the Root Squared Mean Error (RMSE) of
the differences of their coordinates. In this context, several standards [11–13] and approaches [14–19]
have been described and applied until this time. These methods have been extended to assessing
the positional accuracy of drainage networks obtained from aerial photogrammetry [20], LiDAR
data [21] and remote sensing [22]. However, it is possible to use other elements instead of points
in order to assess the accuracy of DEMs, and more specifically of the extracted drainage networks.
In this context, Reinoso [23] estimated the horizontal displacements by calculating the area within
homologous contours present in two different DEMs, Mozas et al. [24] used axes extracted from the
boundaries of the river channels digitized from orthoimages to analyze planimetric changes, and
Mozas et al. [25] analyzed the positional accuracy of several sets of contour lines obtained from a
DEM. In summary, drainage networks are mainly characterized by the lines which represent the
channels. Thus, it seems logical that studies which compare these elements may be carried out using
linear-based methods.
The positional assessment of lines was initially based on the concept of the uncertainty band
or Epsilon Band described by Perkal [26]. This band contained the more probable location of the
line. Since then, various models [27–33] and methods [34–40] have been proposed for describing
and assessing the positional accuracy of lines. A more detailed description of these models and
methods was outlined by Gil de la Vega et al. [41]. As an example, some elements assessed using these
linear-based methods were coastlines [37], roads and/or railways [36,38,42], river channels [24] and
contour lines [25]. However, the majority of these studies analyzed the positional displacements of
a set of lines from a planimetric point of view. In this sense, Mozas and Ariza [40] adapted several
methods to assess and control lines in 3D using a more accurate source of lines. Among others, they
adapted to 3D the Hausdorff distance method (HDM) and the Vertex Influence Method (VIM3D). The
first is based on the determination of the maximum distance between lines (Hausdorff Distance) and
was initially used in 2D by Abbas et al. [36]. The VIM3D method consisted of the determination of
the 3D displacement vectors between the vertexes of the control line (reference line) with respect to
the line to be controlled (assessed). The average 3D displacement vector of the line was calculated by
weighting each vector by the length of the segments adjacent to each vertex [40].
To summarize, in this study a new methodology is proposed in order to determine displacements
of drainage networks, and more specifically drainage channels, using 3D positional assessment
methods based on lines. This contribution allows us to determine maximum and mean displacements
of drainage channels in 2D, 3D, globally and particularly. The main goal is to detect and quantify
significant positional changes between drainage channels from several sources or dates both in a
general and particular way (networks and channels). As an example, some of the possible applications
are the determination of the changes of drainage channels obtained from several sources, including
the positional assessment of them (using as control or reference dataset a more accurate source), the
study of the evolution of drainage networks using multi-temporal datasets of lines, etc. To test this
methodology, we have used two datasets of lines which correspond to drainage channels extracted
from two DEMs produced and shared on the Internet by an environmental institution in Spain and
dated in 1977 and 2010. We used as reference dataset the lines extracted from a more recent and
accurate DEM of the same zone with higher spatial resolution.
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the obtaining of the height of each vertex which composes linestrings. The height is obtained by a
bilinear interpolation of each vertex on the original DEM. In the case of using a 2D vector source as
reference database (Option 2 in Figure 1), the obtaining of height values can also be based on a bilinear
interpolation using an auxiliary more accurate reference DEM. In summary, this first stage includes
those procedures needed for obtaining those datasets of linestrings which correspond to the drainage
channels to be assessed (LIN1 ) and to assess (CTR1 ). Additionally, an official vector source (VCT),
which includes information about the channels to be selected (e.g., the channel order), can also be used
as mask. As an example, in Europe there is a structured hydrological feature coding system called
Catchment Characterization and Monitoring (CCM) [43] which can be used for selecting the channels.
2.2. Selection and Preparation of the Linestrings
The second stage is composed of those procedures needed to select and prepare both datasets
in order to implement the positional assessment. It is divided into 3 sub-stages which are described
throughout this section: (1) Selection of linestrings, (2) Edition to assure compatibility and (3) Matching
of linestrings:
1.

Selection of linestrings: The drainage networks extracted from DEMs can be composed of a great
quantity of channels. Therefore, a process for selecting elements is needed in order to establish
the linestrings of both datasets to be used. Obviously this selection of elements will depend
on the purpose of the study to be performed, but in general we consider that this process will
initially be based on the availability of elements in the CTR1 . In this sense, the origin of the CTR1
dataset plays a great importance in the selection of the linestrings to be used:

•

•

DEM source (Option 1): In this case we must consider that the density of the drainage
network obtained depends on the threshold of the accumulated area used (e.g., cells with
more than 50 cells flowing into them). As the threshold value is increased, the density of the
drainage network decreases [5]. A more detailed analysis of this aspect was provided by
Tarboton et al. [6] and Chen et al. [44]. Alternatively to the use of this threshold, it is possible
to use an auxiliary vector source (VCT in Figure 1) as selection mask by the automatic
selection of the CTR1 linestrings which are included in a proximity area (defined by a buffer)
which encloses the auxiliary VCT linestrings.
Vector source (Option 2): In this case we must consider the scale of the cartographic source
and the goal of the study in order to determine the linestrings to be selected. Some attributes
included in the vector source can be used to determine the level of importance of the drainage
channels to be selected, such as the channel order. As an example, this order can be obtained
using the Strahler [45] algorithm. In a similar way to the case of Option 1, another auxiliary
vector source (VCT in Figure 1) can also be used as selecting mask.

A set of linestrings of CTR2A is selected in order to establish the sample of channels to be
analyzed. The selection process also includes the determination of the linestrings of the dataset
to be assessed (LIN1 ) which are related to those selected reference linestrings (CTR2A ). Here
there are several manual or automatic possibilities. We suggest an automatic solution based on
the generation of a buffer around the CTR2A linestrings and the spatial intersection of the LIN1
linestrings included in this proximity area. The selection of the width of the buffer must consider
the spatial resolution of the DEM and the characteristics of the drainage networks to be studied.
We must avoid removing those sections of channels where there are spatial changes greater than
this width. Thus, a previous visual analysis of all datasets is recommended in order to determine
this width. As a result of this selection, we obtain a dataset to be assessed (LIN2A ) and a reference
dataset (CTR2A ) where there are relationships of proximity between the linestring included in
both of them.
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After the selection of data, an editing is carried out in order to prepare both datasets for an
automatic assessment. In this editing process, the linestrings are joined, trimmed or deleted
in order to obtain two sets of linestrings which have a certain level of spatial and topological
coherence. As an example, two linestrings of LIN2A which correspond to one of CTR2A are joined.
The edition stage generates LIN2B and CTR2B datasets.
Finally, a matching process is performed in order to establish a unique relationship of each
linestring of the LIN2B dataset to one linestring of the CTR2B dataset. The definitive datasets of
linestrings are called LIN2C and CTR2C in Figure 1. Both processes of editing and matching can
be implemented manually or automatically, as an example using those algorithms described by
Mozas and Ariza [42] and Xavier et al. [46].

2.3. Application of the Positional Assessment Methods
The main stage of this methodology consists of the application of positional assessment based on
lines to the definitive dataset (LIN2C ). As mentioned previously, there are several methods proposed
until this moment for this purpose. Some of them have been adapted to 3D by Mozas and Ariza [40].
Taking into account the advantages and disadvantages described by Mozas and Ariza [40], we chose to
use the Hausdorff distance method in 3D (HDM3D) in order to obtain maximum values of displacement
of each line and the VIM3D method for obtaining the 3D mean displacement vector of each line. Among
other advantages of using these methods, we can highlight their easy implementation in 3D with
respect to those based on buffers, the obtaining of maximum (HDM3D) and mean values (VIM3D)
in order to characterize the displacements and the determination of displacement vectors which are
very useful in determining the directions of the displacement. Moreover, using these methods we
can determine the distribution functions of displacements of each dataset in the same way as those
provided by buffers methods.
Once these methods have been applied for each linestring, we can obtain mean values of the
whole dataset or grouped by determined criteria. In addition, depending on the purpose of the study,
it could be interesting to divide this assessment into 3D and 2D (using HDM3D, HDM2D, VIM3D and
VIM2D) in order to analyze the height behavior independently.
2.4. Analysis of the Results
The final stage consists of the analysis of the results obtained in the previous assessment and the
comparison of all the values calculated. The results of the line-based assessment methods are focused
on maximum and mean values of displacements and can be grouped in order to analyze complete
or partial drainage networks, or particular channels. We propose analyzing these results as a general
result but also in relation to slope, stream order and by drainage sub-network. Additionally, other
information like the relative positional accuracy between the data sources (e.g., the RMSE of DEMs
obtained by the comparison of a sample of points) can be used in order to establish the differences
which are given by these sources (e.g., using Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) [11]). We
propose the use of a map representing a categorization of the Hausdorff distance (HDM) of each
channel in order to perform a visual analysis of areas or channels with larger displacements. We also
propose the use of a map representing the mean vector displacement (VIM) of each channel in order to
perform a visual analysis of the direction of the displacements. The results can be used to generate
some quality indices.
3. Application
An application to a real case was carried out in order to test this methodology. We selected a zone
of about 30 × 20 km which corresponds to sheet number 946 of the National Topographic Map of
Spain (MTN) (see distribution of MTN sheets in IGN [47]). The selection of this zone was based on the
topographical characteristics (heights between 250 and 1500 m with great variability of slopes 0–65%)
and the existence of several drainage networks (Figure 2).
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The drainage networks to be assessed were extracted from two DEMs (called DEMRED77 and
The drainage networks to be assessed were extracted from two DEMs (called DEMRED77 and
DEMRED10) selected from a temporal series (1977–2010) published on the Internet by the Red de
DEMRED10 ) selected from a temporal series (1977–2010) published on the Internet by the Red de
Información Ambiental de Andalucía (Andalusian Environmental Information Network) [48]. The
Información Ambiental de Andalucía (Andalusian Environmental Information Network) [48]. The
main goal of using two DEMs was to test the ability of the proposed method to detect changes
main goal of using two DEMs was to test the ability of the proposed method to detect changes between
between two datasets of linestrings from two dates or sources.
two datasets of linestrings from two dates or sources.
The reference dataset was extracted from another DEM (called DEMIGN11) of higher spatial
The reference dataset was extracted from another DEM (called DEMIGN11 ) of higher spatial
resolution and accuracy published by the Instituto Geográfico Nacional (National Geographic
resolution and accuracy published by the Instituto Geográfico Nacional (National Geographic Institute
Institute of Spain) [47]. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of these products. We also used
of Spain) [47]. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of these products. We also used an
an official vector source (called VCT) published by the Instituto de Estadística y Cartografía de
official vector source (called VCT) published by the Instituto de Estadística y Cartografía de Andalucía
Andalucía (Institute of Statistics and Cartography of Andalusia) [49] which included the drainage
(Institute of Statistics and Cartography of Andalusia) [49] which included the drainage channels at
channels at scale 1:10.000. This vector source was only used for selecting the channels to be used in
scale 1:10,000. This vector source was only used for selecting the channels to be used in this study.
this study. Additionally, we obtained the stream order of the drainage networks by applying the
Additionally, we obtained the stream order of the drainage networks by applying the Strahler [45]
Strahler [45] algorithm to VCT (Figure 2). We also considered 6 drainage networks covering the zone
algorithm to VCT (Figure 2). We also considered 6 drainage networks covering the zone of study
of study (Figure 2) which are classified in descending order, taking into account the length of the
(Figure 2) which are classified in descending order, taking into account the length of the channels (N1
channels (N1 to N6). Additionally to these data sources, we also used two orthoimages obtained
to N6). Additionally to these data sources, we also used two orthoimages obtained from the same
from the same sources of DEMRED77 and DEMRED10 in order to check the results visually.
sources of DEMRED77 and DEMRED10 in order to check the results visually.
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Table 1. Datasets used in this study.
Type

Name

Source

Features

Use

DEM

DEMRED77

B&W Flight S18k,
year 1977

10 × 10 m
P-RPA95% 1 = 9.253 m
Z-RPA95% 2 = 0.406 m

Source for RED77

DEM

DEMRED10

Digital Flight, year
2010

10 × 10 m
P-RPA95% 1 = 9.178 m
Z-RPA95% 2 = 0.201 m

Source for RED10

DEM

DEMIGN11

Digital Flight, year
2011

5×5m

Source for IGN11

Linestrings

RED77

DEMRED77

To be assessed

Linestrings

RED10

DEMRED10

To be assessed

Linestrings

IGN11

DEMIGN11

Reference

Linestrings

VCT

Vector source at
scale 10,000

Selection mask

1

P-RPA95%: Planimetric relative positional accuracy in relation to DEMIGN11 at 95% of confidence; 2 Z-RPA95%:
Height relative positional accuracy in relation to DEMIGN11 at 95% of confidence. Note: Relative positional accuracies
calculated following the FGDC [11] standard using a sample of 50 points.

After selecting these sources of data, the extraction of drainage channels was carried out using
ArcGISTM v10.2 software by ESRI® [50] which implements the D8 algorithm [3] following an approach
presented by Jenson and Domingue [5]. This process included the determination of the flow directions,
the filling of sinks and the delineation of the channels based on the flow accumulation. Following
Tarboton et al. [6], two thresholds of 200 cells for 5 m of resolution and 100 cells for 10 of resolution
were used in order to determine a large enough amount of drainage channels. As a result of this
stage, we obtained two datasets of linestrings which represent the drainage channels to be assessed
(RED771 -RED101 ) (LIN1 in Figure 1) and one reference dataset of linestrings (IGN111 ) (CTR1 in
Figure 1). As an example, the IGN111 dataset was initially composed of about 4975 km after the
extraction process (Figure 3). The channels selected from the vector source used (VCT) were composed
of about 450 km (Figure 3a or Figure 3c) and the definitive IGN112A dataset was composed of about
416 km (Figure 3b or Figure 3e). A buffer of 21 and 42 m semi-width was used depending on the spatial
resolution of DEMs (5 and 10 m, respectively) to obtain each dataset. To determine this semi-width
value, we considered the diagonal length of cells of each DEM multiplied by 3 (simulating a 3 sigma
value). Figure 3d shows an example of the buffer applied to the VCT of 21 m of semi-width to select
the linestrings of the IGN111 dataset.
After this stage, all linestrings to be assessed (RED772A -RED102A ) and the reference linestrings
(IGN112A ) were edited and matched in order to obtain datasets of homologous linestrings with a
unique correspondence between one linestring of RED772C -RED102C to one linestring of IGN112C .
The definitive datasets were composed of more than 300 km in both cases. The next stage consisted of
the application of the HDM and the VIM3D method in order to determine the positional differences
between the reference dataset (IGN112C ) and each dataset to be assessed (RED772C -RED102C ). We
have to note that, following the suggestions given by Mozas and Ariza [40], we calculated the
displacements from the vertexes of the reference linestring with respect to the linestring to be assessed.
These calculations were implemented automatically using an application developed in JavaTM for
this purpose.
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Table 2. General results obtained in this study.

Table 2. General results
obtained inVIM3D
this study.VIM3D
VIM2D

VIM3D VIM3D
Displ. (m)
Displ. (m) dX (m)
dY (m)
dZ (m)
VIM3D
RED77 (mean) HDM2D
10.825 HDM3D
10.854 VIM2D 2.505 VIM3D 2.549 VIM3D
−0.038 VIM3D
−0.149
0.053
Dataset
(m)10.305
(m) 10.342 Displ. (m)2.452Displ. (m)2.495 dX (m)0.044 dY−0.196
(m)
dZ (m)
RED10 (mean)
0.128
RED77
(s)
7.235
0.736
0.234
RED77
(mean)
10.825
10.8547.245
2.505 0.936 2.549 0.953 −0.0380.769 −0.149
0.053
RED10
(s)
5.320
0.708
0.242
RED10
(mean)
10.305
10.3425.311
2.452 0.802 2.495 0.816 0.0440.699 −0.196
0.128
−5
p-value
0.282
0.392
3.88×10
RED77
(s)
7.235
7.245 0.289
0.936 0.424 0.953 0.446 0.7690.142
0.736
0.234
RED10 (s)
5.320
5.311
0.802
0.816
0.699
0.708
0.242
−5
p-value
0.282 Table 20.289
0.392
×10
More specifically,
displays the 0.424
mean results0.446
of the HDM 0.142
and of the VIM
method3.88
both
in
Dataset

HDM2D (m)

HDM3D (m)

2D and 3D, and for each coordinate (X, Y, Z). The mean values of maximum displacements
(HDM2D)
showed differences
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themean
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cases.method
The results
More specifically,
Table 2 displays
results
of the
HDMDEM
andin
ofboth
the VIM
both in
of this method in 3D (HDM3D) showed quite similar values to those obtained in 2D. Thus, the
2D and 3D, and for each coordinate (X, Y, Z). The mean values of maximum displacements (HDM2D)
contribution of height differences in these results was in the order of centimeters. On the other hand,
showed differences close to the resolution of the original DEM in both cases. The results of this method
the mean displacements (VIM2D) showed values lower than the resolution of the DEMs. The mean
in 3D
(HDM3D) showed quite similar values to those obtained in 2D. Thus, the contribution of height
values of the increments of coordinates obtained using the VIM3D method, which defines a mean

differences in these results was in the order of centimeters. On the other hand, the mean displacements
(VIM2D) showed values lower than the resolution of the DEMs. The mean values of the increments
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of coordinates obtained using the VIM3D method, which defines a mean displacement vector (dX,
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Figure 4. Distribution functions of Hausdorff distance method (HDM) and Vertex Influence Method

Figure 4. Distribution functions of Hausdorff distance method (HDM) and Vertex Influence Method
(VIM) general results: (a) HDM2D; (b) HDM3D; (c) VIM2D and (d) VIM3D.
(VIM) general results: (a) HDM2D; (b) HDM3D; (c) VIM2D and (d) VIM3D.
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Figure 5. Results of Hausdorff Distance (HDM3D).

Figure 5. Results of Hausdorff Distance (HDM3D).
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Figure 6. VIM3D Displacement vectors (modules are multiplied by 200).
Figure 6. VIM3D Displacement vectors (modules are multiplied by 200).
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As was described previously, the methodology proposed in this study has allowed us to obtain
a general knowledge of the positional behavior of the complete drainage network. However a more
detailed analysis is possible when selecting a particular drainage subnetwork or channel. Logically,
the results of the displacements obtained must be taken into account as changes in the drainage
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As was described previously, the methodology proposed in this study has allowed us to obtain a
general knowledge of the positional behavior of the complete drainage network. However a more
detailed analysis is possible when selecting a particular drainage subnetwork or channel. Logically, the
results of the displacements obtained must be taken into account as changes in the drainage channel
when those values exceed the estimated relative accuracy of the DEMs (shown in Table 1). This value
is included in Figure 8 using a buffer of 9.25 m. Otherwise, the lower displacements are not significant.
In this study, we have not detected mean displacements of linestrings which achieve this threshold in
all cases considered (RED77 and RED10). However, some parts of several linestrings presented greater
displacements with respect to the accuracy of the implicated DEMs and can be considered as changes
of the drainage channels (caused by evolution in time or by specific errors of the extraction process).
The values of the displacements obtained using HDM3D for each linestring can be used to detect
these behaviors, because they are related to their maximum displacements. As an example, Figure 8
shows some particular cases of the changes of some channels of case RED77 (RED77 vs. IGN11). The
selection of these cases is based on the results obtained from HDM3D (shown in Figure 5). We have to
note that, as previously described, the positional assessment was developed from the vertexes of the
IGN11 linestrings to the RED77 linestrings. However, in Figure 8, displacement vectors are shown in
the inverse direction in order to present the evolution in time. To facilitate the interpretation of the
displacements, Figure 8 displays as background two orthoimages obtained from the same source of
the DEMs and referred to the same date. More specifically, Figure 8a shows an example of the most
common case where the displacements were lower than the relative accuracy between DEMs (RED77
and IGN11) of 9.25 m (a buffer around RED77 channels is displayed in Figure 8 to show the planimetric
accuracy). On the other hand, Figure 8b–d show cases where some displacement vectors exceed the
relative accuracy between both DEMs, although the mean displacement vector of the line was lower
than that value. In these particular cases, the displacements were caused by errors of the DEMRED77 or
by problems in the extraction process.
Definitely, the values of displacement obtained using HDM3D and the visual analysis allowed
us to detect some particular cases where some sections were not extracted correctly. This could be
caused by positional discrepancies of the original DEM or by the extraction process. The particular
analysis could also be used to detect significant changes of the channels between several dates (e.g., a
multi-temporal analysis). It is interesting to notice that this simple procedure can be used to define
two quality indices based on proportions and controlled by a metric tolerance: (1) proportions of
incorrectly extracted channels and (2) proportion of channels with considerable change over time.
On the other hand, the general analysis (mainly based on VIM3D) of the drainage channels of
RED77 and RED10 showed values of mean displacements lower than the spatial resolution of the
original DEMs. In conclusion, we found a good positional behavior of the channels extracted in these
examples, considering the presence of some cases where the original DEM or the extraction of channels
was not correct.
Previously, when analyzing the distribution functions we described that the 2D and 3D results
obtained are similar in both datasets (RED77 and RED10). This aspect confirms that both original
DEMs used in this study had a great similarity and accuracy in heights. In this sense, we can conclude
that the accuracy of planimetric displacements is limited to the DEMs’ spatial resolution (10 m), and
this can be translated into the results of the channel extraction process.
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5. Conclusions

This paper describes a new method developed in order to determine the positional
5. Conclusions
displacements of drainage networks extracted from DEMs, and more specifically of drainage
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allows us to determine maximum and mean displacements of drainage channels in 2D, 3D, globally
and particularly.
The method has been tested using two datasets of channels extracted from two DEMs. The
results have demonstrated the viability of this method in determining the positional behavior of the
channels extracted using both local and general values. The analysis was developed at two levels, in
general considering the mean value of all channels (the network case) and particularly, considering
one selected channel or a section of one channel. In addition, several groups of channels were analyzed
taking into account several features such as stream order, drainage network and slope. The results
obtained in this study have allowed us to contrast the dependency of the displacements with respect
to the stream order and the slope of the terrain. More specifically, the greatest displacements were
obtained in the highest stream order values and in the flat zones, which is coherent taking into account
the greater uncertainty in the extraction of channels in these zones.
Future research will focus on the reduction of the spatial resolution of DEMs in order to determine
temporal changes in the drainage network and the application to zones with different geomorphologies
and hydrologic characteristics.
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